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Using the Bias from Flow to Elucidate Single DNA Repair Protein Sliding
and Interactions with DNA
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ABSTRACT We perform single-molecule spatial tracking measurements of a DNA repair protein, the C-terminal domain of Ada
(C-Ada) from Escherichia coli, moving on DNA extended by flow. The trajectories of single proteins labeled with a fluorophore are
constructed. We analyze single-protein dwell times on DNA for different flow rates and conclude that sliding (with essentially no
hopping) is the mechanism of C-Ada motion along stretched DNA. We also analyze the trajectory results with a drift-diffusion
Langevin equation approach to elucidate the influence of flow on the protein motion; systematic variation of the flow enables
one to estimate the microscopic friction. We integrate the step-size probability distribution to obtain a version of the fluctuation
theorem that articulates the relation between the entropy production and consumption under the adjustable drag (i.e., bias) from
the flow. This expression allows validation of the Langevin equation description of the motion. Comparison of the rate of sliding
with recent computer simulations of DNA repair suggests that C-Ada could conduct its repair function while moving at near the
one-dimensional diffusion limit.
INTRODUCTION

Cellular DNA is subject to constant exposure to various

endogenous and exogenous chemicals that can lead to damage

such as base or backbone lesions (1). Repair proteins need to

identify such lesions promptly to prevent loss of genetic infor-

mation and even disease. How DNA repair proteins find

lesion sites in an entire genome, or more generally, how

DNA binding proteins search along DNA for their target

binding sites has long been debated (2). It was first proposed

that proteins undergo facilitated diffusion, in which they bind

nonspecifically and then undergo one- instead of three-dimen-

sional diffusion (3). Subsequent experimental and theoretical

studies further articulated mechanisms for the one-dimen-

sional and three-dimensional motion of various DNA binding

proteins (e.g., hopping, sliding, intersegmental transfer, and

conformational change of the macromolecules) (2,4–8).

The emergence of high-resolution single-molecule

imaging techniques (9–11) creates the opportunity for directly

visualizing single DNA binding protein movement along the

DNA molecule and validating mechanisms (12–16). Studies

of a few DNA binding proteins have demonstrated that they

bind nonspecifically to extended DNA molecules and execute

a one-dimensional walk along them. In one such experiment,

the observation that flow of the solution affected the motion of

the restriction endonuclease EcoRV on stretched DNA was

taken to indicate that EcoRV explores DNA by both one-

dimensional sliding and three-dimensional jumping (16).

However, no three-dimensional motion was observed in an

analogous measurement on the DNA repair protein hOgg1

(14). The difference in protein function could account for
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such a discrepancy: i.e., EcoRV cleaves at a specific sequence,

whereas hOgg1 repairs an 8-oxoguanine lesion regardless of

sequence context. These differences make clear the impor-

tance of making measurements that can distinguish sliding

from hopping and yield quantitative molecular information

for a variety of proteins to assess the generalities of observa-

tions and their relations to protein function.

In this study, we show how analysis of the effects of flow

in a microfluidic chamber can be used for these purposes.

The system that we study is the C-terminal domain of the

bacterial DNA repair protein Ada (C-Ada, 19 kD). It repairs

alkylated guanine and thymine bases by flipping them into its

active site and directly transferring the damaging (i.e., alkyl)

groups to a cysteine in an irreversible fashion (1). In addition

to being important for elucidating the diffusion mechanisms

accessible to thermally driven proteins (e.g., sliding versus

hopping), tracking single copies of C-Ada allows one to infer

whether the protein flips (unmodified) nucleotides while

scanning the sequence for damage. The relation of the results

to recent simulation studies and their implications for repair

both in vitro and in vivo are discussed.

METHODS

For our single-molecule measurements, we label the C-Ada protein (19 kD)

on surface-exposed lysine residues by reaction with Cy 3 NHS ester (GE

Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ). A gel-based assay shows that the activity of

this construct is comparable to that of the unlabeled protein (Supporting Mate-

rial). Our measurements were performed on an inverted microscope

(Olympus IX70; and UPLSAPO 100� NA 1.4 oil immersion objective) by

total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (11). See the Supporting

Material for additional details. The fluorescence emission from the Cy3-

labeled C-Ada protein was filtered (dichroic mirror, Semrock, Rochester,

NY; bandpass filter, Chroma, Rockingham, VT), magnified by a

2� eyepiece, and imaged onto an electron-multiplying CCD array detector
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(iXon DV887-BI CCD, Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT) with a total

of 200� magnification (see the Supporting Material). The microfluidic flow

chamber, constructed by sealing polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a glass

coverslip, was dilutely coated with streptavidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) by

incubating the chamber with streptavidin solution (0.02 mg/mL) for ~15 min.

A 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC; Avanti, Alabaster,

AL) bilayer was then applied onto the coverslip surface by incubating with

1 mg/mL DLPC vesicle solution for ~1 h (17), followed by R2 h incubation

with biotinylated l-DNA. The DNA had been sparsely intercalated with

YOYO-1 dye (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) at ~1:100 dye/bp ratio. We took

the contour length of the DNA as 16.2 mm because there was no length

increase observed at this low labeling ratio (17). The Cy3-labeled C-Ada

protein was flowed at constant volume (PHD 2000 syringe pump, Harvard

Apparatus, Holliston, MA) through the chamber with buffer solution (20

mM pH 8.0 Tris, 10 mM NaCl with oxygen-scavenging reagent composed

of 0.8 mg/mL glucose oxidase, 0.03 mg/mL catalase, 1% b-mercaptoethanol,

and 0.4% glucose) at a concentration of<5 nM. To reduce the complexity of

the dynamics and analysis, the average number of proteins on one DNA was

reduced to, on average, less than one per frame (achieved at <5 nM protein

concentration), thereby avoiding protein-protein collision contributions to

the measured transport properties (18). The position of the stretched dye-inter-

calated DNA was located by 488 nm laser (Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) illu-

mination of YOYO-1. The Cy3-labeled protein moving along the DNA was

then imaged using 532-nm laser (Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA ) exci-

tation of Cy3 within the penetration depth of the evanescent wave. The images

were recorded at a rate of R20 frames/s. The photons from the Cy3 on each

protein were fit to a two-dimensional Gaussian function (DiaTrack 3.0, Sem-

asopht, Chavannes, Switzerland) to determine the centroid.

RESULTS

Data on single C-Ada molecules on DNA were obtained as

described in Methods; typical images are shown in Fig. S2

in the Supporting Material. As shown by the superposition
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of trajectories in Fig. 1 a, the magnitude of DNA fluctuations

perpendicular to the flow is small compared with the extent

of protein motion along the DNA; as a result, we approxi-

mate the latter as one-dimensional. Fig. 1 b shows a represen-

tative trajectory in which a protein binds close to the tethered

end of the DNA (x ¼ 0 mm) and then moves over almost the

entire length within ~10 s. Flow effects are readily observed

in the averaged behavior of single-molecule trajectories

shown in Fig. 1 c: the mean-square displacement (MSD) as

a function of time deviates from linear, particularly at the

higher flow rate. Hence, the flow rate can be varied to serve

as an adjustable bias.

We use an overdamped Langevin equation with drift to

infer information about C-Ada’s one-dimensional biased

diffusion on DNA and in turn frictional interactions of the

protein with DNA and the solution environment. The equa-

tion of motion of the protein on DNA is

g _xðtÞ ¼ a
�
u� _xðtÞ

�
þ FðtÞ: (1)

Here, a and g are drag coefficients arising from the viscous

fluid flow and interaction between the protein and DNA,

respectively, u is the flow rate in the vicinity of the DNA

molecule, F(t) is a random force whose distribution is defined

by a fluctuation relation, hF(t)F(t0)i ¼ 2gkTd(t � t0), k is

Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature. Under the

approximation that a � g and _xðtÞ � u, the equation

becomes g _xðtÞ ¼ auþ FðtÞ, and its solution yields a proba-

bility density function that describes the distribution of step

sizes for the flow-biased walk:
a

b

d

c FIGURE 1 Properties of C-Ada dynamics on l-DNA. (a)

Accumulated single-protein trajectories on the same flow-

extended DNA at two different flow rates. The flow is along

the þx direction. (Upper image) A plot of 196 protein

trajectories on the DNA at 2 mL/min volume flow rate.

(Lower image) Plot of 216 protein trajectories on the

same DNA at 4 mL/min flow rate. The scale bar is 1 mm.

(b) A sample single C-Ada position time series (dots)

showing that the protein scans over almost the entire

DNA length in 12 s. (c) MSD versus time curve calculated

from the two pools of trajectories in a: (þ) low flow rate,

(B) high flow rate. The MSD is calculated by the internal

averaging method for better statistics (30). (d) Step size (x)

distribution (þ) at t ¼ 0.5 s constructed from the pool of

protein trajectories for 2 mL/min (left) and the best Gaussian

fit. Analogous histogram and fit for 4 mL/min (B). Peak

positions (0.13 mm and 0.48 mm, respectively) are indicated

by dashed lines.
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Pðx; tÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pDt
p exp

�
� 1

4Dt

�
x � aut

g

�2�
; (2)

where D ¼ kT/g is the diffusion constant of the protein. The

mean value and variance of this Gaussian distribution

provide information about the aforementioned frictional

interactions.

Fig. 1 d shows the results of fitting Eq. 2 to trajectory

segments of length t ¼ 0.5 s obtained for the same DNA

molecule at the two flow rates shown in Fig. 1 a. Both the

peak position and variance scale linearly with t as expected

(Fig. 2). Regression on these parameters for 0.05 % t %
0.5 s in 0.05 s increments yields values for au/g and D as

a function of flow rate (see the Supporting Material for

details of the determination of the flow rate, u, at the DNA

molecule). The values of au/g thus obtained are proportional

to the flow rate, whereas the diffusion constant is invariant

(Fig. 3), as expected from Eq. 2.

Because our measurements include a wide range of times

that C-Ada is on and moves along DNA, an examination of

the distribution of on-times can provide definitive information

about the mechanism of motion. The distributions of protein

dwell times on DNA for different flow conditions are shown

in Fig. 4. The dwell time distributions for the three flow rates

are essentially identical, allowing us to conclude that the

C-Ada protein does a one-dimensional search by sliding

instead of hopping or even a combination of sliding and

hopping. However, because the flow rate at the DNA plane

is much higher than the speed of protein motion, if the protein
were to hop off the DNA and be caught in the flow, it would be

rapidly carried away. If hopping were significant, the system-

atic increase of the flow rate should enhance the probability of

the protein being carried off and lost from the DNA and there-

fore reduce the lifetime of the protein on the DNA. However,

such a trend is not observed in the data of Fig. 4.

The fact that each of the distributions is not a simple single

exponential suggests a source of inhomogeneity. We deter-

mined that the data were better fit by three exponentials,

with time constants differing by about an order of magnitude,

than by a stretched exponential. We also partitioned the dwell

time data according to whether the protein dissociated differ-

ently from three regions of the DNA, i.e., the pinned end, the

middle segment, and the free end. Although the distributions

are noisier, we concluded that they are still identical to each

other. These findings suggest that the inhomogeneity is not

a result of sequence or region-specific interactions. We

suspect the nonsingle-exponential behavior results from the

nonspecific nature of the dye labeling. Despite this inhomo-

geneity, the consistency of the protein dwell time distribu-

tions at different flow rates is direct experimental evidence

for sliding being the mechanism that the protein employs in

searching for its target sites in DNA sequences. This result

is functionally relevant, at least in vitro, because the dye-

labeled protein is catalytically active (Fig. S4).

Depending on whether the observed motion of the protein

is with or against the flow, energy is put in or taken out of the

system, respectively. This energy is transformed into heat

exchange with the bath that, in turn, increases or decreases
FIGURE 2 Extraction of au/g and D. Each set of protein

trajectories was taken on one DNA molecule. In a total of

12 data sets shown, there are three DNA molecules that

allowed the production of more than one data set; in other

words, we were able to perform experiments for more than

one flow rate condition on these three DNA molecules. The

rest of the data sets were collected on separate DNAs. Each

data set contains on average ~100 protein trajectories. (a)

The peak positions of the Gaussian fits for the x distribu-

tions constructed at different times from four different

sets of protein trajectories at 2 mL/min. The slope of the

linear fit gives au/g. (b) The variances of the Gaussian

fits for the same histograms in a versus time. The slope

of the linear fit gives 2D. (c and d) Analogous plots for

trajectories at 3 mL/min. (e and f) Analogous plots for

trajectories at 4 mL/min.
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the system entropy. Further insights into the sufficiency of

Eq. 2 to describe the motion can be obtained by showing

that the motion of the protein satisfies the fluctuation theorem

(20,21). To this end, consider the work done by the drag of

the flow on the protein over time t:

wt ¼
Z xðtÞ

0

dxau ¼ aux: (3)

Thus, we can write the entropy change in terms of x at time t:

St=k ¼ aux=kT ¼ aux=gD: (4)

Hence, the probability of obtaining trajectories with an

entropy change of St is directly related to the probability

of observing the protein at x (relative to its initial position

at the origin).

FIGURE 3 The quantity au/g at three different flow rates (four data sets

per flow rate) (B) on some single DNA molecules. The slope of the linear fit

is 1 � 10�2. The diffusion constants (7) determined from experiments are

independent of flow. The error bars represent standard deviations.

FIGURE 4 Protein dwell time distributions on the DNA under three

different flow conditions (colors). Each dwell time value is a bin in the histo-

grams.
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PðSt=kÞ
Pð � St=kÞ ¼

Pðx; tÞ
Pð � x; tÞ ¼ exp

�
aux

gD

�
¼ expðSt=kÞ:

(5)

Fig. 5 shows that the detailed fluctuation theorem (20) is

satisfied.

We further construct a relation in accordance with the

integral fluctuation theorem (21):

PðSt < 0Þ
PðSt > 0Þ ¼

Pðxt < 0Þ
Pðxt > 0Þ

¼
R 0

�N
dxe�ðx�aut=gÞ2=4DtR þN

0
dxe�ðx�aut=gÞ2=4Dt

¼
R þN

0
dxe�ðx�aut=gÞ2=4Dte�aux=gDR þN

0
dxe�ðx�aut=gÞ2=4Dt

¼ hexpð�St=kÞiSt>0:

(6)

It is clear from Eq. 6 that the probability of entropy consump-

tion should approach that of entropy production at small

flow-induced drag and short timescales, whereas the proba-

bility of observing entropy-consuming trajectories becomes

vanishingly small at large flow-induced drag and long time-

scales. More information is obtained by expressing the ratio

on the left-hand side explicitly:

PðSt < 0Þ
PðSt > 0Þ ¼

1� erf
h
ðau=gÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t=4D

p i

1 þ erf
h
ðau=gÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t=4D

p i; (7)

where erfðzÞhð2=
ffiffiffi
p
p
Þ
R z

0
dyexpð�y2Þ is the error function.

In our system, the flow-induced drag is small, and the length

of the trajectory segments t is chosen to be relatively short

(i.e., to allow neglecting effects associated with the finite size

of the DNA), such that the shift of the peak is small compared

to the spread of the distribution (i.e., aut=g�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt
p

). In this

limit, we can expand the error function to obtain the leading

contribution on the right-hand side of Eq. 7:

ln
PðSt > 0Þ
PðSt < 0Þ ¼

2ffiffiffi
p
p au

g

ffiffiffiffi
t

D

r
þ O

�
a2u2t

g2D

�
: (8)

Thus, at short times, the logarithm is expected to scale with t
according to a power law with exponent b ¼ 0.5. Fig. 6,

which compares the leftmost and rightmost quantities in

Eq. 6 as a function of time, shows that this is indeed the

case (0.48 % b % 0.53).

DISCUSSION

The analysis above shows that, rather than neglecting the

influence of the flow on the motion, one can exploit it for

quantitative analysis of a macromolecular system. Given

the agreement between the model and the data, it is of

interest to relate the estimated parameters to the search mech-

anism. The slope of the line in Fig. 3 gives a/g¼ 1.0� 10�2.
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FIGURE 5 Satisfaction of a detailed

fluctuation theorem. (a) Distribution of

x for t ¼ 0.5 s constructed from a set

of protein trajectories at 2 mL/min flow

rate with bin width 0.5 mm. The black

curve is the best Gaussian fit. The

dashed line indicates x ¼ 0 mm. (b)

Logarithm of the ratio of the number

of trajectories with displacement x (i.e.,

entropy St) to the number of trajectories

with displacement�x (i.e., entropy�St)

versus x. The experimental data (B) are

fitted with y¼ ax (solid black). (c and d)

Analogous plots for a set of trajectories

at 3 mL/min. (e and f) Analogous plots

for a set of trajectories at 4 mL/min. The

slopes of the fitted lines are in agree-

ment with the au/gD parameters ex-

tracted independently.
Because D ¼ kT/g ¼ 1.3 5 0.2 mm2/s, a is experimentally

determined to be 3.1 � 10�11 kg/s. Although the protein is

thought to follow the grooves of the DNA, as discussed

below, the flow is axial, so we compare this number to the

friction for translation of a sphere of radius r ¼ 2.4 nm,

which is estimated from the crystal structure (22): a ¼
6phr ¼ 4.5 � 10�11 kg/s. That there is almost no shielding

is consistent with the fact that only ~10% of the surface area

of a homolog is buried when bound to DNA (23).

Because the protein motion is likely to be a spiral path

along the DNA double helix, it is important to relate labora-

tory and molecular frame quantities to interpret the diffusion

constant (24,25). To this end, we consider the ratio of the

length traveled along the spiral path to that along the axis:

Lmol/Llab z 4.8, assuming a 2.4-nm radius of orbital motion

(i.e., roughly the radius of the protein). Given the measured

diffusion constant Dlab ¼ 1.3 5 0.2 mm2/s, Dmol ¼ (Lmol/

Llab)2Dlab z 30 mm2/s. By the same token, the theoretical

diffusion constant of the protein free in aqueous solution is

Dfree
mol ¼ kT/6phr ¼ 89 mm2/s and when projected to the labo-

ratory frame it is Dfree
lab ¼ 3.9 mm2/s. Following the procedure

described by Blainey et al. (14), which assumes that binding

to the DNA affects only the free energy barrier to sliding,
comparison of the observed and theoretical upper limit

values corresponds to a barrier of 1.1kT.

A recent computer simulation of human AGT, a protein

homolog of C-Ada, revealed that bases flip to an extrahelical

intermediate before reaching the reactive site. Estimates of

the rates for flipping to and from the intermediate conforma-

tion suggest a kinetic gate-keeping mechanism of lesion

identification in which both damaged and undamaged bases

flip to the intermediate but only the former continue onto the

active site before the protein continues sliding. This would

allow sliding at a near diffusion-limited rate (26).

We have also determined (Y. Lin, T. Zhao, X. Jian,

Z. Farooqui, X. Qu, C. He, A. R. Dinner, and N. F. Scherer,

unpublished results) that the diffusion constant is consider-

ably smaller under crowded conditions (i.e., many copies of

C-Ada on a single DNA) achieved at higher C-Ada concentra-

tions. Because the in vivo protein concentration is substan-

tially greater than that used here, and the associated mobility

is reduced, there would certainly be sufficient time for partial

base flipping to ascertain lesions in cells. This is consistent

with the idea that Ada functions in vivo in crowded conditions

either by binding multiple copies (see references 18,27,28 for

discussion of its human homolog in this regard) or binding of
Biophysical Journal 96(5) 1911–1917
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many types of proteins to DNA. Chance entrance of undam-

aged bases to the active site under such circumstances does

not pose a danger to the cell because the protein directly

repairs damage rather than excises it.

CONCLUSIONS

We have used flow-dependent dynamics of C-Ada DNA

repair protein on DNA to determine the diffusion coefficient

and frictional interactions with DNA and solution. We

suggest that the repair function could even work at a near-

diffusion-limited rate of motion given estimates of kinetic

parameters from recent simulations (26). Analysis of our

measured dwell time (on-time) distributions shows that the

mechanism of motion in vitro is sliding with little or no

hopping. Our conclusion coincides with the observation of

another DNA repair protein hOgg1 (14) but is not consistent

with measurement on EcoRV (16). Possibly, the differences

in the function of DNA binding proteins lead to such different

observed mechanisms. However, all these assays were con-

ducted on extended DNA molecules, whereas in vivo, the

crowded conditions (and presumed reduced mobility) and

coiled DNA structure and fluctuations would facilitate site

exchange by hopping and intersegment transfer.

The general approach presented here for validation of the

equation of motion will allow determination of the appro-

priate description of the dynamics and equation of motion

for more complicated dynamics. For example, studies of

FIGURE 6 Satisfaction of an integral fluctuation theorem. Logarithm of

the ratio of the number of entropy-producing trajectory segments to the

number of entropy-consuming trajectory segments versus t (leftmost quantity

in Eq. 6;þ symbols and fit, solid lines), and logarithm of 1/hexp(� St/k)iSt>0

versus t (rightmost quantity in Eq. 6; B symbols and fit, dashed lines) plots

for three sets of trajectories under different flow rates, 2 mL/min (bottom),

3 mL/min (middle), and 4 mL/min (top, blue online). A power law of the

form y ¼ axb is used to fit the data. The fitting parameters are a ¼ 0.37 and

b ¼ 0.53 (bottom, solid), a ¼ 0.31 and b ¼ 0.50 (bottom, dashed),

a¼ 0.87 and b¼ 0.53 (middle, solid), a¼ 0.85 and b¼ 0.49 (middle, dashed),

a ¼ 1.1 and b ¼ 0.48 (top, solid), and a ¼ 1.1 and b ¼ 0.50 (top, dashed).
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C-Ada and its human homolog on single-stranded DNA

extended by flow could confirm a putative asymmetry in

binding kinetics (27,18).

Finally, although mechanical perturbation methods have

reached very sophisticated levels and can deliver great sen-

sitvity (29), the study we have presented here shows that

much can be learned from a simple flow-based experiment.

Given the straightforward nature of such measurements,

they can readily be made for many systems, and it will be

interesting to analyze the resulting fluctuations of systems

with more complex dynamics, including ones that intrinsi-

cally consume energy such as RNA polymerases and other

molecular motors that hydrolyze nucleotide triphosphates.
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